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Abstract—In the Semantic (Web) Services area, services are
considered black boxes with a semantic description of their
interfaces as to allow for precise service selection and conﬁguration. The semantic description is usually grounded on domainspeciﬁc concepts as modeled in ontologies. This accounts to types
used in service signatures, but also to predicates occurring in
preconditions and effects of services. Ontologies, in particular
those enhanced with rules, capture the knowledge of domain
experts on properties of and relations between domain concepts.
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each with an ontology-based interface speciﬁcation. Apart
from interfaces, nothing is known about the services (blackbox view). In a SOA context, this is a quite likely scenario:
providers sell their services but not the code itself. In fact, a
service might not even run on the consumer side, but could
either completely stay on the provider machine or run in the
cloud. Furthermore, the requirements on an assembled service
composition are speciﬁc to the domain; instead of proving
general safety or reachability properties alone (as state-of-theart software veriﬁcation tools do), consumers expect the veriﬁcation to prove domain-speciﬁc requirements. We leverage
this by grounding service speciﬁcations on ontologies.

I NTRODUCTION

The concept of service-oriented architectures (SOA) advocates
methods and principles for designing applications on the
basis of interoperable services, and by this encourages the
development of small reusable software services. To allow for
precise service selection and conﬁguration, such services are
not only described by signature-based APIs but have richer
interfaces including protocol and functionality descriptions,
i.e., preconditions and effects. This principle in particular
manifests itself in the Semantic Web Services initiative [1].
The terms and concepts on which such interface descriptions
are based are deﬁned in ontologies. Ontologies formalize
domain speciﬁc knowledge of fundamental concepts and their
relations. In particular, ontologies combined with rules (like
OWL with SWRL [2]) allow to describe properties of the
concepts within the domain which are not expressible with
ontologies alone. Thus, a rule enhanced ontology can be used
to capture even complex domain knowledge.

As an example, we introduce our case study “water supply network optimization”. Software services in this domain
handle different tasks of analyzing and optimizing existing
municipal water supply networks. Single services designed for
different sub-tasks can be assembled into a composition. This
concerns services like (a) compacting the size (and layout)
of network models, (b) generating mathematical optimization
problems from networks, (c) solving optimization problems,
and (d) applying optimal solutions to networks. As the behavior of these services is speciﬁed in terms of interfaces only,
this is a black-box view and for the analysis we can therefore
only assume that services adhere to their speciﬁcation.
Every water network has speciﬁc hydraulic characteristics,
as well as other properties like cost of operation. A typical
domain speciﬁc requirement on a composition of some optimization services is that an optimized network (produced
by the composition) has the same hydraulic characteristics
as the original input network, but better (e.g., lower) cost of
operation.

While there is a large amount of research on using ontologies for service selection and matching (like [3], [4], [5]), or
for reasoning about ontologies themselves (e.g., consistency
checking, querying, or integration [6]), this is not the case for
service composition veriﬁcation. In this paper, we deal with
the latter. We assume to be given a composition of services,
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In this paper, we present a veriﬁcation technique for service
compositions which makes use of this domain knowledge. We
consider a service composition to be an assembly of services
of which we just know signatures, preconditions, and effects.
We aim at proving that a composition satisﬁes a (user-deﬁned)
requirement, speciﬁed in terms of guaranteed preconditions and
required postconditions. As an underlying veriﬁcation engine we
use an SMT solver. To take advantage of the domain knowledge
(and often, to enable veriﬁcation at all), the knowledge is fed
into the solver in the form of sorts, uninterpreted functions and
in particular assertions as to enhance the solver’s reasoning
capabilities. Thereby, we allow for deductions within a domain
previously unknown to the solver. We exemplify our technique
on a case study from the area of water network optimization
software.

I.
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sition is based on the use of an SMT solver (satisﬁability
modulo theories solver [7]) as reasoning engine. Basically,
our technique feeds three types of inputs (domain knowledge,
service interface speciﬁcations, and assembly) into the SMT
solver in different forms (see Fig. 1). These inputs, combined
with the user’s requirements speciﬁcation, are encoded as
ﬁrst-order logic formulae. As we want to show that the
requirements always hold, some of the formulae are negated,
and the negation is required to be unsatisﬁable (that is, no
counterexample can be found). In that case, the composition
meets the requirements. More speciﬁcally, we start with an
ontology of the domain which models – beside the standard
concepts and their relations – additional rules about the domain
by ﬁrst-order logic. The predicates therein are the relations
in the ontology. Providers of services use the ontology to
specify a service’s signature and its preconditions and effects.
Consumers use the ontology to specify requirements of a
service composition. For veriﬁcation, we use the concepts of
the ontology as types for the solver (in our case Z3 [8]),
relations as uninterpreted functions, and rules as constraints on
the interpretation of these functions. The rules are thus being
used for deduction together with the decidable theories of
the solver (e.g., linear arithmetic). The creation of veriﬁcation
conditions for a given service composition and requirements
follows ideas of Hoare-style proofs [9]. In our example we
verify an application consisting of an assembly of services in
a loop by using loop invariants and termination functions. It
turns out that the veriﬁcation requires the additional domain
knowledge for a successful reasoning: the knowledge of human
domain experts (e.g. about hydraulic properties of different
forms of networks) needs to be provided to the solver.
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Abstract workﬂow of optimizing water supply networks

A. Example Domain
In the domain of operative planning of (drinking) water
networks, an important task is to analyze and optimize water
networks towards a speciﬁc goal, e.g., operation cost minimization, pump switching, or replacement of network elements
(like tanks). Sound mathematical models for water networks
become very complex, and are based on nonlinear programming (NLP), or even nonlinear mixed-integer programming
(MINLP). Therefore, a common step in computing a network
optimization is to simplify the network model. The complexity
of a model is reduced by aggregating certain network structures into simpler ones (examples below). The resulting model
has to be hydraulically equivalent to the input model, but due to
its reduced complexity the goal of computing an optimization
problem becomes feasible for NLP or MINLP solvers2 [10].

The remaining paper is structured as follows. The next section introduces our running example, as well as an overview on
ontologies, service speciﬁcations, and requirements. Section III
introduces rules as an extension to ontologies, and section IV
explains our approach of translating the speciﬁcation into a
SAT/SMT problem. The last section presents related work and
concludes.
II.

original
water net

The reduction of network models is the ﬁrst step to solve
the optimization problem. The overall workﬂow of a network’s
optimization consists of four main steps: (a) aggregate a
network model to reduce its complexity and size, (b) formalize
the network model and the speciﬁc optimization goal as a
mathematical problem, (c) use an off-the-shelf solver to solve
this problem, and (d) apply the mathematical solution to the
network model. Fig. 2 depicts this workﬂow. Every service
as speciﬁed using preconditions and effects. The aggregation
part itself can be seen as another service composition. To
demonstrate our own veriﬁcation approach, we focus on this
part, as it will contain a loop, which requires additional proof
strategies (Section IV).

BACKGROUND

We start by introducing our example domain and giving an
overview of the basic concepts we use in our approach. Our
example comes from the domain of operative planning of water
supply networks, but our approach is more general: the scenario we envision1 is that of a consumer stating requirements
about a desired application, a conﬁguration process proposing
different possible compositions of small services based on the
services’ signature only, and the veriﬁcation process validating
these compositions against the requirements of the consumer.
Here, the mutual basis is that services are small, speciﬁed
as black boxes, and combined to a larger composition that
has to meet some requirements. The validation part of such a
composition is the topic of this paper.

B. Ontologies
Ontologies provide means to formalize knowledge of a speciﬁc domain. Here, the domain is water supply networks.
An ontology acts as a parameter for the various steps of
our approach, namely for providers specifying their services,
consumers stating requirements, and ﬁnally the veriﬁcation.
Domain knowledge is separated into the main parts of
concepts and roles (or relations) between them. Besides a
graphical representation, as used in this paper, a descriptionlogics- or ﬁrst-order-logic-style representation is also common ([11]). Concepts (or classes) of an ontology denote sets
of individuals that share some common features, while roles
are used to describe properties of individuals of a concept.

After introducing our example domain, this section gives
a basic introduction to ontologies as the core of the semantic
web. Then we present service speciﬁcations, service compositions, and requirements.
1 See the Collaborative Research Centre 901 – On-The-Fly Computing,
http://sfb901.uni-paderborn.de.
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a list of off-the-shelf solvers, see http://www.gams.com/solvers.
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Simpliﬁed version of a water supply network domain ontology

Fig. 5. Repeatedly removing chains and parallel pipes from a water network
graph. Chains (nodes with two edges) and parallel pipes (parallel edges) are
marked gray
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operation signatures of service descriptions.

Fig. 6.
Service composition containing two aggregation services (RemoveChains, RemoveParallelPipes)

Fig. 3 shows an extract of our example domain ontology.
It includes the concepts Net (which describes networks in
general), and OptimizationGoal (which describes in which way
a network shall be changed). ReﬁnedBy is a role, relating a net
to another one if there is some sort of structural reﬁnement
between them. The hasChains and hasParallelPipes roles
(also related to a net’s structure) describe properties that map
individuals of the concept Net to individuals of the basic type
Bool.

We assume services like RemoveChains to be speciﬁed by
interfaces that contain operation signatures. An operation
signature contains a name, and names and types of input
and output parameters. Following the semantic (web) service
approach, we also require preconditions and effects for each
signature.
For sake of readability, we assume that every service
has exactly one operation (named uniquely), and we give
speciﬁcations using an abstract notation instead of OWL.
Preconditions and effects are given in ﬁrst-order logic notation.
The following table lists the speciﬁcation of two aggregation
services, as potentially supplied by a provider.

While relations in ontologies are always binary, it is
possible to model n-ary relations as binary ones by treating
a speciﬁc n-ary relation as a new concept: for our example
we assume that two water networks have a speciﬁc hydraulic
distance, which we consider to be an integer value. As we
want to relate three parameters (two nets and a number), we
consider hydraulic distance as a separate concept which has
roles from and to to the compared nets, and distance as a data
property of the basic type Int (integer).

Service:
input:
output:
pre:
effect:

RemoveChains
i: Net
o: Net
hasChains(i)
hydEquiv (i, o) ∧ size(o) < size(i)
∧ reﬁnedBy(i, o) ∧ ¬hasChains(o)
Service: RemoveParallelPipes
input:
i: Net
output: o: Net
pre:
hasParallelPipes(i)
effect:
hydEquiv (i, o) ∧ size(o) < size(i)
∧ reﬁnedBy(i, o) ∧ ¬hasParallelPipes(o)

We refrain from giving a complete ontology for water supply network optimization here. The depicted concepts and roles
are the ones needed to demonstrate our approach. Ontologies
are typically formalized using the Web Ontology Language
(OWL, [12]).
C. Services and Service Compositions
The ontology is the basis for specifying single services (or
better, their interfaces) out of which complex aggregations can
be formed. In the domain of network optimization there are for
instance several aggregation services available, among others
two services called RemoveChains and RemoveParallelPipes.
Both change the structure (or layout) of a net. Sequences of
nodes are called chains, and multiple pipes (edges) linking
the same nodes directly are called parallel pipes (Fig. 4). The
two services eliminate chains and parallel pipes, respectively,
from a net. Fig. 5 shows a simple example net, where chains
(node sequences) and parallel pipes are repeatedly replaced by
simple pipes (edges).

A conﬁguration process might combine the services RemoveChains and RemoveParallelPipes into a service composition Aggregate. In our setting, service compositions will be
given by a structure diagram (Fig. 6) combined with an activity
diagram (Fig. 7) to specify the control ﬂow. Every composition
has a coordinating service (named Controller) which calls the
other services as speciﬁed in the activity diagram. We assume
that the composition Aggregate from Fig. 6 is itself used
26

hasChains
OR hasPP

[true]

[false]

[false]

hasChains
[true]
RemoveChains

addition a requirement stating that input and output net must
have the same or similar hydraulic characteristics. Different
requirements necessitate different compositions. The purpose
of our technique is to check whether a given composition
adheres to some given requirements.

[false]
hasPP
[true]

Aggregate

In our example, the aggregation service can be seen as a
composition as well, consisting of two services RemoveChains
and RemoveParallelPipes (Fig. 6). Here, the requirement might
be as follows: the input consists of a net containing chains, or
parallel pipes, or both (precondition), and the output is required
to not contain any chains or parallel pipes anymore (effect). To
simulate an allowed error margin, the output net is furthermore
required to have a hydraulic distance to the input of less than 5.
As an abbreviation, we use the notation

Formalize

HydDistance(n1 , n2 ) < x

RemovePP

Fig. 7. Activity diagram of the Aggregate composition (joining diamonds
omitted for brevity)

WNOptimizer
Controller

to specify a hydraulic distance of less than x between nets n1
and n2 . These requirements can be formalized in the following
way:

Solve
Apply

Requirements (for aggregation services)
input:
i: Net
output: o: Net
pre:
hasChains(i) ∨ hasParallelPipes(i)
effect:
HydDistance(i, o) < 5 ∧ reﬁnedBy(i, o)
∧ ¬hasChains(o) ∧ ¬hasParallelPipes(o)

Fig. 8.
Service composition containing several services to handle the
optimization workﬂow

by a composition WNOptimizer, which handles the complete
optimization process (Fig. 8).
In general, activity diagrams contain a start and stop state.
We use a simple box with a service name to indicate the
call to a service. Conditions (diamonds) are used to describe
alternative control ﬂows or loops. In our activity diagram the
services RemoveChains and RemoveParallelPipes are continously called as long as the loop condition c = hasChains ∨
hasParallelPipes holds. As the effect of RemoveParallelPipes
does not guarantee anything concerning chains, it is possible
that new chains are introduced. This is indeed the case: Fig. 5
shows a network that initially contains chains, but no parallel
pipes. Removing the chains (by replacing the node with a new
pipe) introduces parallel pipes. Replacing parallel pipes with
a single pipe, may introduce a new chain. Therefore repeated
calls to the services are needed for achieving a chain- and
parallel-pipe-free network at the end.

Now, we have speciﬁed (domain speciﬁc) requirements for an
aggregation service composition, and we are given a candidate
composition. The task is now to show that the candidate composition fulﬁlls these requirements using all of our available
domain knowledge. The reader may have already noticed that
different predicates are used to formulate the effects of the
services and the requirements (and this will frequently be the
case as consumer and producer will not be the same person):
while the services guarantee hydraulic equivalence (using the
predicate hydEquiv ), the requirements ask for a maximum
hydraulic distance of 5. While domain experts will easily see
the connections between these two predicates, our ontology
does not contain this information yet (and consequently our
reasoning technique cannot use it). In fact, normal ontologies
do not provide ﬂexible means to relate such predicates. The
next section introduces rules to enable formalizing additional
knowledge which is not expressible with ontologies alone.

D. Requirements
To request a composition, the consumer formulates requirements by (again) giving a signature (consisting of input and
output parameter names and types) as well as preconditions
and effects, which represent the requested composition. Preconditions describe the valid input to the composition, and
effects describe the required output. We use ﬁrst-order logic
formulae (based on concepts and/or roles of the domain
ontology) to formalize preconditions and effects.

III.

O NTOLOGIES WITH RULES

The last remark already shows that we are not yet at the end
of specifying domain knowledge. The two aggregation services
guarantee the output net to be hydraulically equivalent to the
input net, and the user requires a maximum hydraulic distance
of 5. The fact that hydraulic equivalence implies a hydraulic
distance of zero (which is clear to domain experts) is not
yet formalized. To utilize this knowledge for reasoning, we
need ways of specifying all sorts of constraints for our domain
concepts and roles, in particular by relating different roles.

In the domain of water network optimization, a consumer
would typically require to get compositions which are able to
compute an optimized water net given some input net. Thus the
requested composition will get an input net and has to return
an output net. The requirements will however differ in their
optimization goals: some consumers might want to have a net
with operation costs below a threshold, or a net not having
tanks that are not fully utilized. Most of the time there is in

Using only ontology languages, it is not always possible to
formalize all types of constraints. Languages like the Resource
Description Framework (RDF, [13]) only support concepts
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and (binary) roles between them. RDF Schema [14] adds
predeﬁned roles which enable a reasoner to derive additional
knowledge (in terms of assertions, that have been known only
implicitly), but there is no way to create complex relations
between roles. The direct semantics of OWL 2 is (roughly)
compatible to the description logic SROIQ [15], [11], and
therefore provide additional concept constructors similar to
set-theoretic operations. It also provides predeﬁned statements
to add information about roles, like constraining cardinalities,
inversion, transitivity, symmetry, or functionality. Our running
example includes the following properties (stating only those
used in reasoning):

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Properties (employed in reasoning)
isReﬁnedBy reﬂexive, transitive, anti-symmetric
hydEquiv reﬂexive, transitive, symmetric
However, while OWL enables us to formalize such predeﬁned
characteristics, this is not sufﬁcient. It is, for instance, possible
to create concept expressions based on intersection or union,
but nothing similar is possible for roles. Therefore additional
means to formalize rules are needed [16]. Rules in general
relate atoms and predicates. They consist of an antecedent A
and a consequent C and are written as an implication

; All networks have at least size zero
(assert
(forall ((n Net))
(≥ (size n) 0))
)
; Hydraulic equivalence and distance of zero are the same
(assert
(forall ((g Net) (h Net))
(⇒ (hydEquiv g h)
(= (HydDistance g h) 0)
))
)
(assert
(forall ((g Net) (h Net))
(⇒ (= (HydDistance g h) 0)
(hydEquiv g h)
))
)

Fig. 9.

A → C.

Translation of (part of) the rules

Together with the service composition model this is the input
for the veriﬁcation procedure. The veriﬁcation consists of three
steps: ﬁrst, the concepts of the ontology have to be translated
into input for the SMT solver. This is only done once for
every ontology. Second, we need to create a ﬁrst order formula
describing the service composition’s behavior. And ﬁnally, we
need to derive veriﬁcation conditions for the correctness check
of the service compositions with respect to the consumer’s
requirements. The last two steps need to be carried out for
every pair of requirements and service composition which is
to be veriﬁed.

A rule that contains a conjunction as a consequent can be
split into different rules with one predicate as a consequent
for each. A rule which has no antecedent is a fact, as the
consequent has to hold all the time. Applied to our running
example, rules allow us to add further information. We want to
state that hydraulic equivalence results in a hydraulic difference
of 0, and vice versa (here i, o are nets and implicitly universally
quantiﬁed). We furthermore need to state that nets have a
minimum size of 0:

We start with the translation of the domain knowledge captured by the ontology with rules. The SMT solver we currently
use is Z3 [8]. The basic scheme here is as follows: we use
concepts of the ontology as sorts (types) for the solver, roles as
uninterpreted functions4 , and properties (like transitivity) and
rules will be assertions about the uninterpreted functions that
give constraints on their interpretation. As an example consider
the Z3 code in Fig. 9. In line 1 we declare a sort Net for
networks, and in lines 2, 3 and 4 the relations hasChains,
hasParallelPipes and size. Lines 6 to 24 capture some
of the rules about these concepts and predicates: every network
has at least size zero, and hydraulic equivalence (hydEquiv) is
the same as a hydraulic distance of zero (HydDistance). In a
similar way we translate the other concepts and rules to capture
the domain knowledge.

Rules (employed in reasoning)
hydEquiv (i, o) ⇒ HydDistance(i, o) = 0
HydDistance(i, o) = 0 ⇒ hydEquiv (i, o)
size(n) ≥ 0
Now, we have introduced all necessary domain knowledge,
formalized by an ontology and rules, and its use to specify
requirements and services. While there are several languages
to specify services, compositions, and requirements (like
PCM [17], UML [18], WSDL [19]), our veriﬁcation approach
outlined in the next section does not depend on the exact
languages used for speciﬁcation. Whether or not a speciﬁc
language is suitable, depends on its expressiveness.
IV.

(declare−sort Net)
(declare−fun hasChains (Net) Bool)
(declare−fun hasParallelPipes (Net) Bool)
(declare−fun size (Net) Int)

The second step is the translation of the service composition itself. We are given a structure diagram consisting
of a number of services and in particular a main service.
The main service contains a behavior description (activity
diagram) describing how the other services are being called.
In our example composition the top service has a single input

V ERIFICATION VIA SMT S OLVING

The ontology with its properties and rules formalize the
domain knowledge consisting of concepts, roles between them,
and additional constraints. The types used in services and
requirements speciﬁcations stem from the same ontology.3
3 This is in fact not strictly necessary; one could use ontology matching and
consistency techniques to allow for different ontologies [20].

4 As services are considered as black boxes, this is sufﬁcient. Proving that
a single service adheres to its own speciﬁcation is not the topic of this paper.
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Block type
(empty)

the sequence is

Formula
i=o

ϕseq := ∃io : ϕB1 (i, io) ∧ ϕB2 (io, o).

i

Conditional
Again assuming that the formulae of two blocks
B1 and B2 are ϕB1 and ϕB2 , respectively, and the
condition is c(i), the formula for the conditional
(if-then-else) is

pre name (i) ⇒ eﬀect name (i, o)

call
<name>
o
i
B1

ϕite := (c(i) ∧ ϕB1 (i, o)) ∨ (¬c(i) ∧ ϕB2 (i, o)).

∃io : ϕB1 (i, io) ∧ ϕB2 (io, o)

io
B2

Fig. 7 shows two examples of conditional calls
within a sequence.
Loop

o

Assume that we are given a loop construct with
condition c(i) and loop body B with associated
formula ϕB (which is needed only to create
veriﬁcation conditions, see later). The translation
here is a bit more difﬁcult since we do not
know the exact number of loop executions. A
possible approach is to make a bounded unfolding
of the loop body for user given bounds. Here,
we use loop invariants instead (see below for
the veriﬁcation condition associated to invariants).
The loop invariant is used to capture the behavior
of the entire loop (to the extent necessary for
veriﬁcation). Given a loop invariant p(i, o) on the
inputs and outputs, we generate the formula


ϕloop := ¬c(o)∧ (¬c(i)∧o = i)∨(c(i)∧p(i, o))

i
[true]

[false]

c

B1

(c(i) ∧ ϕB1 (i, o))
∨ (¬c(i) ∧ ϕB2 (i, o))

B2

o
[false]

i

c

o
[true]

i1
B

¬c(o) ∧ ((¬c(i) ∧ i = o)
∨ c(i) ∧ p(i, o))

o1
Fig. 10.

Translation of activity diagram elements

(after the loop, the loop condition is false, and
either the loop condition is not true on the input
and then input equals output, or the loop is
executed (at least once) and thereby the invariant
established). Note that the loop invariant relates
inputs and outputs to/from the loop (in contrast to
normal state-based loop invariants). Fig. 7 shows
the example loop containing an complex inner
block.

which is forwarded to the ﬁrst called sub-service and the
services’ outputs are also simply given as input to the next
one. However, it is straightforward to extend our translation
concept to include more than one parameter. The translation is
deﬁned by induction on the structure of the activity diagram
and is sketched in Fig. 10.
In the activity diagram the following structures are allowed
and have the following translations into ﬁrst-order logic. We
always generate a formula ϕ(i, o) which has the variables i
(input) and o (output) as the only free variables. Thereby we
get a formula which describes the behavior in terms of an
input-output relationship.

This translation gives us a formula ϕact for an activity diagram
of a service composition. For our example we have the
following parts. The loop invariant is
p(i, o) := reﬁnedBy(i, o) ∧ hydEquiv (i, o).

Empty block
The empty block (induction start) is translated into
the formula i = o; nothing happens and thus input
equals output.
Service call
Given a service name with precondition
pre name (x) and effect eﬀect name (x, y), then the
formula for the call is

The invariant states that after every loop execution the output
network remains hydraulic equivalent to the input and is a
reﬁnement of it. The resulting formula of the composition used
for Aggregate thus is:


ϕact (i, o) := ¬ hasChains(o) ∨ hasParallelPipes(o)
 

∧ ¬ hasChains(i) ∨ hasParallelPipes(i)

∧ (i = o)


∨ hasChains(i) ∨ hasParallelPipes(i)

∧ reﬁnedBy(i, o) ∧ hydEquiv (i, o)

ϕcall := pre name (i) ⇒ eﬀect name (i, o)
(if the preconditions holds, the effect can be
guaranteed).
Sequence
Assuming that the formulae of two blocks B1 and
B2 are ϕB1 and ϕB2 , respectively, the formula for
29

Note that we do not see the services in the loop body in here
since these are covered by the loop invariant. Of course we
need to show that p is indeed an invariant (see next).

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

In addition to the service composition we are given the
consumer’s requirements with precondition pre Req and effect
eﬀect Req . The last step is the generation of a number of
veriﬁcation conditions. The veriﬁcation conditions need to
capture three aspects: (1) the service composition guarantees
the requirements, (2) the loop invariant is actually an invariant,
and (3) the loop terminates (if we are interested in total and
not just partial correctness). For the ﬁrst aspect we need to
check validity of the following implication:

For our example, all of the veriﬁcation conditions are
satisﬁed. However, if we remove some of our domain knowledge, we will fail to prove the veriﬁcation conditions. As an
example: for verifying termination (in particular VC-TERM2)
it is crucial to know that all networks have a size greater
or equal to zero. For veriﬁcation of the requirements (VCREQ), the rules that relate hydraulic equivalence and hydraulic
similarity are necessary. If these rules are removed, Z3 will
ﬁnd an interpretation of the uninterpreted functions which
makes the negated formulae satisﬁable. These interpretations
(or models) can serve as counterexamples for the domain
experts: when they are no valid interpretations from the point
of view of the domain specialist, then there are additional rules
and properties needed to eliminate them.

The second and third type of veriﬁcation conditions concern loops. We have used a loop invariant to capture the
behavior of the loop, and thus we need to show that the
loop invariant is actually an invariant of the loop. The nonstandard part in our approach is the fact that loop invariants
need to talk about the input-output behavior of a loop instead
of just properties on states. To do so, we use loop invariants
of type p(i, o). We thus need to show that (a) the invariant is
established by one loop execution, and (b) once established is
preserved by further executions. Formally, we need to show
the following (where LoopBody is the loop body):

∀i, k, o : p(i, k) ∧ c(k) ∧ p(k, o) ⇒ p(i, o)

(VC-INV2)

Verifying VC-TERM1 for the loop

candidate for a loop invariant is a predicate appearing in the
effects of all services in the loop body. Once we have derived
a number of invariant candidates, we can then automatically
check their usefulness and validity with Z3.

In Z3 we do so by checking satisﬁability of the negation of the
above formula. If this formula is unsatisﬁable, validity holds,
as no counterexample was found. Taking the above formula
ϕact and our requirements this is indeed true.

(VC-INV1)

(assert (not LoopTermination1))
(check−sat)
Fig. 11.

∀i, o : pre Req (i) ∧ ϕact (i, o) ⇒ eﬀect Req (i, o) (VC-REQ)

∀i, o : c(i) ∧ ϕLoopBody (i, o) ⇒ p(i, o)

(deﬁne−fun LoopTermination1 () Bool
(forall ((i Net) (o Net) (z Int))
(⇒ (and (C i)
(= (T i) z)
(LoopBody i o))
(< (T o) z))))

All in all, we have thus obtained a veriﬁcation procedure
for service compositions in arbitrary domains, in which the domain knowledge as given by an ontology is used for reasoning
within the solver. In this paper, we demonstrated our approach
on a service composition for water network aggregation, as
the control ﬂow of this composition contains a loop. However, we applied our technique to the complete optimization
composition (which includes the aggregation composition) as
well.

VC-INV1 shows the establishment of an invariant p. VC-INV2
shows transitivity of p. From both, we can deduce that p is
preserved by further loop executions.
The ﬁnal part is termination. To this we need to ﬁnd a
termination function t on the variables of the loop, and show
that (a) t is decreased with every loop execution, and (b) t is
always greater than or equal to zero. In terms of formulae we
check validity of:

V.

C ONCLUSION

The semantic web makes extensive use of ontologies to provide
a rich description of services. Part of this description is the
speciﬁcation of preconditions and effects of a service call.
While different approaches like SWRL [2] exist to make
such speciﬁcations possible, proposals like OWL-S [22], that
integrate ontologies and Web-service speciﬁcations, are not
standardized yet. There exist approaches to use rules for
ontology reasoning [23], [24] and service matching [25], and
[26] uses ontology and rules reasoning in the context of (Web-)
service veriﬁcation, but only for reasoning about correctness of
their knowledge base. The use of ontological knowledge for
veriﬁcation of service compositions, based on preconditions
and effects, remains open.

∀i, o, z :c(i) ∧ t(i) = z ∧ ϕLoopBody (i, o) ⇒ t(o) < z
(VC-TERM1)
∀i :t(i) ≥ 0
(VC-TERM2)
In our example, the termination function t corresponds to
size. To give an impression of how to state these veriﬁcation
conditions within Z3, Fig. 11 shows the Z3 code of the
veriﬁcation condition for termination.

In this paper, we have presented an approach to make use
of a rich semantic service description in veriﬁcation. To this
end, we process the knowledge base of a speciﬁc domain and
derive types and predicates from an ontology with rules. Using
these predicates, we create ﬁrst-order logic formulae and proof

So far, both loop invariants and termination functions
have to be found by hand. We are however conﬁdent that
template-based techniques for deriving invariants (like [21])
can be fruitfully applied in our setting. For instance, a natural
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